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a b s t r a c t
A forum or social media post can express multiple emotions, such as love, joy or anger. Emotion
classification has been proven useful for measuring aspects such as user satisfaction. Despite its
usefulness, research in emotion classification is limited, because the task is multi-label and publicly
available data sets and lexica are very limited. A number of emotion classifiers for general-domain text
have been proposed recently, but only a few for text in the domain of Open Source Software (OSS),
such as EmoTxt. In this paper, we explore different lexica and two multi-label algorithms for classifying
emotions in text related to OSS. We trained various multi-label classifiers using HOMER and RAkEL on a
data set of Stack Overflow posts and a data set of JIRA Issue Tracker comments. The classifiers have been
enriched with features derived from different state-of-the-art lexica. We achieved multi-label Micro
F-scores up to 0.811 and Subset 0/1 Loss of 0.290. These results represent a statistically significant
improvement over the state-of-the-art.
© 2020 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction
Emotions, such as love, joy and anger, are complex states
of mind caused by internal or external events [1]. For many
years, they have attracted research interest in psychology [2].
Researchers in Natural Language Processing (NLP) have shown
interest in their applications. One of them, emotion classification,
is explored in this paper for the domain of Open Source Software
(OSS).
In psychology, multiple theories have been proposed to un-
derstand emotions. During 1972, the first formal theory proposed
six basic universal emotions: anger, disgust, fear, joy, sadness and
surprise [3]. In 1980, the Wheel of Emotions model arranged the
eight primary bipolar emotions in four axes: joy vs. sadness, anger
vs. fear, trust vs. disgust and surprise vs. anticipation [4]. Secondary
emotions are identified as intensity variants or combinations
of the primary ones. In 1987, emotions were represented in a
tree with six main branches: anger, fear, joy, love, sadness and
surprise [5]. The branches could be bifurcated into secondary and
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tertiary branches to model sub-emotions. In 2012, the Hourglass
of Emotions (HOE) [1], a theory based on the Wheel of Emo-
tions was proposed. Emotions were modelled in four dimensions:
pleasantness, attention, sensitivity and aptitude. Each dimension
can have positive or negative polarity and a different activa-
tion level. Depending on how active it is, different emotions are
represented.
In Computer Science and NLP, automatic emotion mining has
attracted research attention. In particular, the following tasks
have been popular [2]:
A. Emotion detection: The task of determining whether a text
conveys any emotion(s), without specifying which one(s).
B. Emotion classification: the identification of particular emotions,
such as love or sadness, triggered in a non-neutral text.
C. Emotion cause detection: The task of determining the causes that
stimulated the emotions expressed in a text.
Emotion classification, the most popular among these tasks
[2], has been applied to quantify customer satisfaction of products
or services [6], to prevent suicide [7] and to analyse newspapers
articles [8] or tweets [9]. The classification of emotions in text
related to OSS is less explored, as in [10,11].
In general, emotion classification is less popular than sentiment
analysis, i.e. classification of text as positive, negative and neutral.
Annotated data sets are few, small and rare due to their cost, sub-
jectivity and exposure to disagreements [12]. In addition, there
are multiple theories about emotions, as discussed previously.
Resources for emotion classification, such as lexica, are scarce,
probably because annotation is hard and expensive, and also due
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to the multitude of emotion theories. Finally, emotion classifi-
cation is a multi-label problem, i.e. more than one emotion can
be expressed in a piece of text, and it is more challenging than
single-label ones.
This paper presents our experiments towards building an
emotion classifier for OSS-related text.1 We used two multi-label
classification algorithms and various emotion lexica. Methods
were evaluated on two different data sets, one consisting of JIRA
Issue Tracker comments and one of Stack Overflow posts. More-
over, the performance of classifiers was compared against a ran-
dom baseline, the most frequent label baseline and EmoTxt [11],
a state-of-the-art tool. Experimental results show that the clas-
sification methods explored outperform the baselines. They also
perform statistically better than EmoTxt, when trained and tested
on JIRA comments. We did not observe a statistical difference
between EmoTxt and classifiers trained and tested on Stack
Overflow posts.
This paper is structured as follows: Sections 2 and 3 discuss
motivation for this work and multi-label classifiers, respectively.
Section 4 presents work related to automatic emotion classifica-
tion. Our methodology is explained in Section 5, whereas data is
discussed in Section 6. In Section 7, we discuss the experimental
and evaluative settings. Results are presented and discussed in
Sections 8 and 9, respectively. Some threats to the validity of our
conclusions are analysed in Section 10. Section 11 concludes and
proposes some future work.
2. Motivation
The motivation for this work is to create an emotion classifier
for text related to OSS projects, i.e. forums posts, issue tracker
messages and mailing lists, which in combination with other tools
can help developers to analyse OSS projects in terms of elements,
such as user experience or project management quality. As it will
be shown in Section 4, most of the existing tools for emotion
classification have been created for processing general domain
texts. However, the words in text related to OSS projects can
have different connotations or senses. For example, some general
domain classifiers indicate that the phrase ‘‘Every time I call this
method, Java eats my RAM’’ expresses emotions different from
anger or sadness.2 Therefore, it is essential to create an emotion
classifier that knows how specific words are used in the OSS
domain.
Specifically, this research is part of the CROSSMINER project
[13], which targets to help OSS developers in creating complex
software systems by enabling monitoring, analysing and assisting
them to select components, such as libraries, while facilitating
knowledge extraction from their repositories.
3. Multi-label classifiers
Multi-label classification is the process of classifying data in-
stances, each of which may belong to one or more classes [14]. It
contrasts single-label classification, in which an instance can only
be categorised into one class. Due to the varying number of labels
that have to be predicted for an instance, multi-label classification
problems are considered harder than single-label ones [15]. Apart
from emotion classification, other multi-label classification tasks
concern genres of films or books, elements in images or music
1 The source code and data sets are publicly available and can be found in:
github.com/creat89/EmotionsJiraStackoverflow
2 We tested the on-line demos: paralleldots.com/emotion-analysis, tone-
analyzer-demo.ng.bluemix.net, depechemood.eu/DepecheMood.html. Only the
former identified that the phrase expresses anger; the others identified
inspiration, amusement or confidence.
styles in songs. Multi-label classifiers can be divided into three
groups, following the approach they use [8]:
A. Problem transformation Methods transform a multi-label task
into multiple single label ones. There are two types of trans-
formation: Binary Relevance and Label Powerset. In the former,
each instance annotated with several labels is copied multiple
times, each of which is annotated with one label. Label Powerset
assigns a unique label to each multi-label combination. Usually,
only combinations in the training data are considered.
B. Ensemble Algorithms improve upon problem transformation
methods by using multiple classifiers, trained on subsets of the
original training data. Examples of these methods are HOMER [16,
17], RAkEL [18] and ECC [19].
C. Algorithm adaptation This group consists of methods created
or adapted to perform inherently multi-label classification tasks.
Some examples are Backpropagation for Multi-label Learning (BP-
MLL) [20] (neural network), Clus [21] (decision trees) and Multi-
Label K-Nearest Neighbour (ML-kNN) method [22] (k-nearest
neighbours). In some cases, adapted algorithms, such as Ad-
aBoost.MH [23], use, at their core, transformations to solve the
problem [24]. Moreover, in recent years the number of multi-
label algorithms based on neural networks has increased. Exam-
ples in the domain of image processing are Wei et al. [25] and
Wang et al. [26], and in text classification we can name FastText3
[27] and Nam et al. [28].
Furthermore, recently there is research interest on what is
known as Extreme Multi-label Classification, where thousands,
even millions, of possible labels have to be processed [29–32].
In this work, we experimented with two methods: HOMER and
RAkEL. Specifically, we used the implementations in Mulan [33], a
multi-label extension of the machine learning library Weka [34].
The Hierarchy Of Multilabel classifiERs (HOMER) [16] is a ma-
chine learning algorithm that ‘‘addresses a multi-label task by
breaking down the entire label set recursively into several disjoint
smaller sets that contain similar labels’’ [17]. These smaller sets
of labels are then used to train multiple multi-label classifiers,
arranged hierarchically, and which only focus on smaller sub-
classification tasks. In its default instantiation, HOMER transforms
the labels using Binary Relevance and uses internally C4.5 Decision
Trees as the main classification algorithm.
RAndom k-labELsets (RAkEL) [18] is another machine learning
algorithm that creates multiples multi-label classifiers. However,
unlike HOMER, RAkEL splits the set of labels on disjoint subsets
that are selected randomly and non-recursively. By default, RAkEL
uses a Label Powerset transformation in an attempt to improve
predictions by finding correlations between labels. Moreover, the
default internal classification algorithm is a C4.5 Decision Tree.
Both HOMER and RAkEL can support any multi-label classifica-
tion algorithm, such as BP-MLL or CLUS, or single-label classifiers
with transformed labels, either with Binary Relevance or Label
Powerset.
4. Related work
Recently, researchers have shown interest in automatic clas-
sification of emotions in text. In this section, we review the
state-of-the-art.
The Affect Analysis Model [35] is an unsupervised emotion
classification method. It relies on rules and a manually anno-
tated database. Among others, it contains affective strength for
emoticons, affect words, common abbreviations and acronyms.
Feeler [36] is also unsupervised and based on the cosine similarity
of high-dimensional vectors. Its features encode TF-IDF-weighted
3 Originally this classifier only supported single-label classification problems,
but since April 2019 it supports multi-label ones too.
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unigrams and are enriched using lexica, such as the WordNet
Affect Lexicon [37]. The unsupervised method presented in [38]
uses this last lexicon too and reduction tools, such as Latent
Semantic Analysis and Non-negative Matrix Factorisation.
In contrast to these methods, supervised learning has been
combined with a psychological approach in [39]. In particular, a
Hidden Markov Model (HMM) was used to simulate how mental
state sequences affect or cause emotions.
A multi-label classifier was employed to detect emotions in
suicide notes [40]. It used Label Powerset and a one-vs.-all radial
basis Support Vector Machine (SVM) that represented text using
unigrams. The classifier detected 15 emotions, e.g. hopelessness
and guilt, and also the lack of emotion. Many multi-label classi-
fiers, e.g. BP-MLL, RAkEL and HOMER, have been evaluated for
emotion identification in short Brazilian Portuguese texts [8].
Words that did not occur in a stoplist were weighted by TF-IDF
and the SenticNet lexicon [41] was used.
Several state-of-the-art systems were proposed to address
tasks in the Semantic Evaluation series (SemEval). Task 4 in Se-
mEval 2007 was about classifying emotions and polarity of news
headlines [42]. Out of three participants, the best-performing
system in the emotion classification sub-task was UPAR7 [43], a
rule-based system that uses dependency graphs enriched with
information from the WordNet Affect Lexicon and SentiWord-
Net [44]. Task 1 in SemEval 2018 [9] also focussed on emotion
classification among others. Most participants used Convolution
Neural Network (CNN), Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) or Long-
Short Term Memory Network (LSTM) architectures, along with
external resources such as lexica, word embeddings or word
n-grams. The best classifier, NTUA-SLP [45], consists of a Bidirec-
tional LSTM (BiLSTM) that uses attention and embeddings, trained
on a large corpus of unlabelled tweets. As the task only provided
a small training set, transfer learning was implemented by pre-
training on the sentiment analysis corpus in Task 4 of SemEval
2017 [46].
Recently, there is research interest in the classification of
emotions in texts related to software engineering and develop-
ment. For instance, in Murgia et al. [47], the authors performed
a qualitative and quantitative analysis regarding the feasibility
of applying automatic classification techniques, such as Naïve-
Bayes, SVM or k-Nearest Neighbours, for classifying emotions in
issue comments.
In [10], emotions, such as anger, love, sadness and joy, con-
veyed in posts from the JIRA Issue Tracker4 were detected by
multiple Linear SVMs. It is not indicated if the multi-label task
was addressed and how. Apart from text, features encode infor-
mation from the WordNet Affect Lexicon, SentiStrength [49] and a
politeness detection tool [50].
EmoTxt5 [11] is an emotion classifier based on the principles
in [10], separately trained on two corpora: JIRA Issue Tracker
posts [48] and Stack Overflow comments [51]. EmoTxt uses six bi-
nary SVMs for classifying joy, love, sadness, anger, surprise, and fear
following a one-vs.-all approach with Binary Relevance.6 Each
SVM can assign a specific emotion, only. Apart from the features
in [10], the authors added TF-IDF. Although EmoTxt can be seen
as multi-label if the output of all classifiers is merged, it was
evaluated using uniquely single-label metrics, i.e. precision, recall
and F-score. EmoTxt has been implemented in EMTk [52] and
in EmoD [53], two toolkits that analyse emotions and sentiment
in software engineering documents and data sources related to
repositories.
4 The data set contains 4000 entries and is not described in detail. Most
probably, same data set presented in [48].
5 EmoTxt is freely available: github.com/collab-uniba/Emotion_and_Polarity_
SO.
6 Models for surprise and fear were not generated on JIRA posts.
DEVA [54] is based on a bi-dimensional theory of emotions, in
which excitement, stress, depression and relaxation are determined
in accordance to arousal and valence values. To determine them,
it uses dictionaries along with heuristics, such as the detec-
tion of exclamation marks, capital letters or interjections. DEVA
was evaluated on a manually annotated corpus of ∼1800 JIRA
comments. An improved version of DEVA uses machine learn-
ing [55], e.g. Adaptive Boosting and Gradient Boosting Tree, instead
of lexicons and heuristics, only.
As discussed, most state-of-the-art emotion classifiers are
unsupervised. Some explore supervised machine learning and
mainly rely on single-label classifiers.
5. Methodology
We apply two multi-label classifiers, HOMER and RAkEL, and
evaluate them comparatively on OSS-related text. We used the
NLP4J7 lemmatiser to explore if lemmatisation affects the out-
come. We also investigate the use of lexical resources to en-
rich classification vectors. The vectors are composed mainly of
word n-grams, skip-bigrams,8 and extra text-based and lexicon-
based heuristic features. The extra text-based features concern
the number of:
• Positive emoticons • Elongated words
• Negative emoticons • Question marks
• Consecutive positive
emoticons
• Exclamation marks
• Consecutive negative
emoticons
• Consecutive exclamation
marks
• Question words • Consecutive question marks
• Negation words • Alternated question and
exclamation marks
• Ellipsis
• Words uniquely in capital
letters
We also included binary features that represent the presence of
meaningful symbols, next to the first and last token of a text:
• Question mark • Positive emoticons
• Exclamation mark • Ellipsis
• Negative emoticons • Full stop (last sequence only)
Features were extracted from three lexica: SenticNet 5 [41], the
NRC Word-Emotion Association Lexicon [56] and the NRC Affect
Intensity Lexicon [57]. The lexica were organised in two groups,
and each contributed different features:
A. NRC Emotion: This group consists of the NRC Word-Emotion
Association Lexicon and the NRC Affect Intensity Lexicon. The for-
mer has been annotated by crowd-sourcing for emotions (anger,
fear, anticipation, trust, surprise, sadness, joy and disgust) and
polarity (positive or negative) associated to a list of words that
come from other lexica. From this lexicon we obtain six features:
the number of words related to four specific emotions (anger,
fear, surprise, sadness and joy) and the number of neutral words,
i.e words that appeared in the lexicon but were not linked to any
polarity or emotion. The latter lexicon is a manually annotated
collection of ∼6k words linked to their intensities about each
emotion (anger, joy, sadness, fear). For each emotion in this lexi-
con, we calculate the number of words related to it in an instance,
the average and maximum emotional strength and strength of the
last emotional word. This group contributed a total of 22 features.
7 emorynlp.github.io/nlp4j
8 The numbers of n-grams and skip-bigrams to be considered were
determined during the optimisation process, described in Section 7.
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B. SenticNet 5 is a collection of 100,000 entries, that range from
unigrams to pentagrams, annotated according to the axes of the
Hourglass of Emotions. SenticNet 5 also contains polarity annota-
tions (positive or negative), polarity strength, moods, i.e. surprise,
interest, disgust, and related concepts. It was generated using a
LSTM neural network that extended previous SenticNet versions
by discovering conceptual primitives, i.e. ensembles of verb-noun
pairs. We calculate 27 features by matching word n-grams be-
tween text and the lexicon.9 Eight concern polarity: the number
of n-grams with polarity in a text, the average and maximum
polarity strength, the strength of the last word with polarity.
The remaining 19 features concern the axes of the Hourglass of
Emotions: the number of n-grams in an instance related to the
axe, their average, maximum and minimum strength and the
strength of the last word related to the axe.
Term search and matching was done on lemmatised texts,
regardless if the classifiers used lemmatisation to extract features.
This was done to maximise the number of matching words and
generate numerical features accurately.
6. Data sets
To the best of our knowledge, there are two data sets for
emotion detection in the domain of OSS. The first is a collection
of ∼5.8k JIRA Issue Tracker comments divided in three groups
that correspond to varying levels of granularity, i.e. sentences
vs. full comments [48]. The annotated emotions are joy, love,
anger, sadness, surprise and fear; neutral instances are also in-
cluded. This data was used in EmoTxt [11] and for a sentiment
analysis tool [58]. The second data set contains 4.8k Stack Over-
flow posts [51], manually annotated with the same emotions. As
all instances are assigned two labels or fewer, Table 1 shows the
number of instances annotated with each combination, for each
corpus.
Following EmoTxt [11], we aim at determining which emo-
tions are present in text, and we did not consider the neutral
instances. The non-neutral instances of both corpora were split
using stratified sampling into training and test parts using an
80%–20% proportion. In the split process, we prioritised multi-
label instances towards the training part. For instance, in JIRA,
there is only one instance labelled with both anger and surprise,
therefore, it was assigned to the training part.
7. Settings
We conducted 16 experiments, in which we use different
multi-label classifiers, lexica for vector enrichment, lemmatisa-
tion settings and data sets for training and testing. Furthermore,
we optimised parameters using Bayesian Optimisation [59], a lazy
learning method that models the hyper-surface generated by
an objective function and a parameter set. We optimised the
following parameters:
A. Word n-grams Represent contiguous character sequences linked
by white-space, e.g. ‘‘I am happy’’. We considered n-grams of
length one, two and three.
B. Skip-bigrams A variation of n-grams, in which a gap of pre-
defined size is skipped to generate bigrams. For example, in the
phrase ‘‘... a frequent coding issue’’, ‘‘frequent issue’’ is a skip-bigram
with one token gap. We considered skip-bigrams with one or two
tokens gap and also no skip-bigrams at all.
C. Minimum frequency of occurrence We explored a threshold in
the range [1, 50]. N-grams or skip-bigrams that exceed it are
considered as features.
9 The number of n-grams, one to five, used in this matching is independent
of the number of n-grams used by the machine learning algorithms.
D. Subsets As discussed in Section 3, HOMER and RAkEL subdivide
the training data set and create multiple single-label classifiers
that deal with smaller label sets. We optimised the number of
subdivisions used by each method. These ranged between two
and five, i.e. the number of labels minus one.
As Bayesian Optimisation objective function, we used the min-
imum between the median and the average of the multi-label
Macro F-score (see Eq. (3)) calculated in a 10-fold cross validation
setting. We have chosen the Macro F-score as it considers the pro-
portion of labels in the data set.10 Table 2 shows the parameters
obtained by Bayesian Optimisation for all experiments.
As most multi-label classifiers, HOMER and RAkEL are proba-
bilistic. Thus, to consider an emotion label as triggered, its proba-
bility needs to surpass a threshold. We used the default threshold
set in HOMER and RAkEL, 0.5.
To extend evaluation, we compared HOMER and RAkEL against
EmoTxt, which we trained on the JIRA and Stack Overflow data
sets for love, joy, sadness, anger, surprise and fear. Its parameters
were tuned using the integrated optimisation facility. For each
instance, the predictions of all EmoTxt models were merged into
a single vector, compatible with multi-label evaluation metrics.
We considered two baselines: assigning random labels and as-
signing the most frequent label, i.e. love, to all test instances. The
random baseline consists of six boolean aleatory generators, that
randomly determine which labels are activated in a prediction
vector.11 The scores are averaged over ten executions.
Multi-label classification is challenging, not only in developing
methods but also evaluating results because ‘‘it is difficult to tell
which of the following mistakes is more serious: one instance with
three incorrect labels vs. three instances each with one incorrect
label’’ [60].
Unlike single-label metrics, multi-label ones use vector sets
instead of confusion matrices to represent all instances. Let us
consider a corpus of n manually annotated instances. Let the
vector sets T = {t1, .., tn} and P = {p1, .., pn} represent the
ground truth and predictions, respectively. Each ti or pi, i ∈ [1..n],
is a binary vector of length l equal to the number of possible
labels; 1 denotes triggered labels and 0 inactive ones. Below, we
discuss the metrics we employ.
Hamming Loss calculates how different the prediction is from
the expected outcome. For each incorrect label prediction, 1 is
added to the loss function:
Hamming Loss(T , P) = 1
nl
n∑
i=1
l∑
j=1
tij ⊕ pij (1)
For this metric, all errors are equally important. Predicting anger
instead of love or joy instead of love are equally wrong. Hamming
Loss is affected by corpus imbalance, i.e. wrong prediction of
infrequent labels can be under-estimated.
Subset 0/1 Loss counts predictions with at least one incorrect
label as wrong:
Subset 0/1 Loss(T , P) = 1
n
n∑
i=1
ti ⊕ pi (2)
10 Using a metric that does not consider the proportion of labels can be
misleading. For example, a classifier that assigns the most frequent label to
all instances can generate low values of Hamming Loss, because it hides
classification errors for infrequent class instances.
11 The random baseline can generate null vectors, in which none of the
emotions is triggered. Theoretically, a multi-label classifier cannot generate null
vectors. In practice null vectors are possible, because probabilities are gener-
ated for each label independently. Unlike single-label classifiers, normalisation
functions, such as softmax, are not applicable.
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Table 1
Corpora instances annotated with zero (Neutral), one (diagonal) or two emotions.
Corpus Neutral Emotions Joy Love Anger Surprise Sadness Fear
JIRA 3885
Joy 280 80 2
Love 744 10
Anger 340 1 5
Surprise 30 1
Sadness 439
Fear 13
Stack Overflow 1959
Joy 404 71 4 6 4
Love 1,130 13 4 2
Anger 851 2 11 1
Surprise 30 1 2
Sadness 202 10
Fear 91
Table 2
Optimised parameters for experimentation.
Corpus Lemma n-grams Skip-bigrams Min. Subsets
H
O
M
ER
N
RC
JIRA NO 2 1 10 4YES 2 2 15 5
Stack Overflow NO 1 0 4 4YES 1 1 25 4
Se
nt
ic
N
et JIRA NO 3 0 1 2YES 3 0 32 2
Stack Overflow NO 1 0 5 5YES 1 1 15 3
RA
kE
L N
RC
JIRA NO 3 0 1 5YES 1 2 15 5
Stack Overflow NO 3 1 40 4YES 1 1 35 5
Se
nt
ic
N
et JIRA NO 1 2 1 5YES 1 2 1 5
Stack Overflow NO 1 1 20 5YES 1 0 25 5
Macro F-score12 evaluates label prediction accuracy. It takes
into account the proportion of each label class in the data set:
Macro F-Score(T , P) = 2
l
l∑
i=1
∑n
j=1 tij · pij∑n
j=1 tij + pij
(3)
Micro F-score12: evaluates how well on average labels and
instances have been predicted:
Micro F-Score(T , P) = 2
∑l
i=1
∑n
j=1 tij · pij∑l
i=1
∑n
j=1 tij + pij
(4)
Instance F-score: assesses how well on average instances have
been predicted:
Instance F-Score(T , P) = 2
n
n∑
j=1
∑l
i=1 tij · pij∑l
i=1 tij + pij
(5)
The range of Hamming and Subset 0/1 Loss values is [0, 1].
As they are loss functions, zero means that all predictions were
correct. Macro, Micro and Instance F-score also range in [0, 1],
however, one indicates perfect performance.
Although multi-label metrics are suitable for this task, we use
standard single-label metrics to evaluate the global performance
of each classifier per emotion. Let Ic(E) be the number of instances
where E was predicted correctly, Ip(E) the number of instances
predicted with E and Ia(E) the actual number of E instances.
Precision and recall are defined as:
Precision(E) = Ic(E)
Ip(E)
Recall(E) = Ic(E)
Ia(E)
(6)
12 This metric is different than the eponymous metric for single-label
classification.
F-score is the harmonic mean of precision and recall. The average
F-score of all emotions is equal to the value of the Macro F-score,
defined in Eq. (3).
In addition, we assess the statistical significance of perfor-
mance differences, in terms of Subset 0/1 Loss, among EmoTxt,
HOMER and RAkEL, using Cochran’s Q Test with α = 0.05. If p
value refutes the null hypothesis, i.e. the results are statistically
different, we apply as post hoc a pairwise McNemar Test with
α = 0.05 and False Discovery Rate correction. We calculate the
effect size for method pairs that show a statistical significant
difference using Cramér’s V. It is considered as small if V = 0.1,
medium if V = 0.3 and large if V = 0.5 [61].
8. Results
Table 3 shows the evaluation results for each classifier and the
number of ‘‘null’’ vectors predicted. In null vectors, none of the
emotions was predicted with a probability higher than the 0.5
threshold. Results for EmoTxt and the two baselines, discussed in
Section 7, are also shown.
We observe that models trained and tested on JIRA perform
better than models trained and tested on Stack Overflow. The per-
formance is lower for models trained and tested on different data
set. The number of null vectors fluctuates remarkably, but most
are predicted by models trained on Stack Overflow. SenticNet 5
produces the fewest null vectors when combined with HOMER.
Subset 0/1 Loss expresses the percentage of wrongly predicted
instances. We can observe that the model with ID = 13 predicted
at least one emotion wrongly in 29% of the JIRA test instances,
whereas the model with ID = 15 predicted wrongly 44.2% of
the Stack Overflow test instances. The random baseline predicted
wrongly 98% of the instances in both test data sets. The Most
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Table 3
Evaluation results of the 16 emotions classifiers that were considered. The scores presented for the Random label baseline are the average of ten
executions.
Training set Lemma ID F-score Loss Null
Macro Micro Instance Subset 0/1 Hamming
RA
kE
L N
RC
JIRA NO 1 0.589 0.811 0.757 0.292 0.063 57
JIR
A
Te
st
Se
t
YES 2 0.551 0.789 0.743 0.319 0.070 51
Stack Overflow NO 3 0.366 0.568 0.503 0.556 0.136 95YES 4 0.280 0.556 0.483 0.592 0.141 107
Se
nt
ic
N
et JIRA NO 5 0.527 0.767 0.723 0.334 0.079 51YES 6 0.538 0.772 0.723 0.341 0.077 58
Stack Overflow NO 7 0.349 0.588 0.514 0.546 0.128 99YES 8 0.304 0.528 0.473 0.592 0.153 85
H
O
M
ER
N
RC
JIRA NO 9 0.585 0.783 0.753 0.317 0.073 42YES 10 0.571 0.804 0.763 0.295 0.065 49
Stack Overflow NO 11 0.308 0.583 0.536 0.543 0.140 64YES 12 0.435 0.575 0.501 0.565 0.134 104
Se
nt
ic
N
et JIRA NO 13 0.578 0.784 0.779 0.290 0.076 12YES 14 0.590 0.777 0.772 0.300 0.078 15
Stack Overflow NO 15 0.271 0.519 0.440 0.629 0.147 122YES 16 0.347 0.561 0.520 0.534 0.143 67
EmoTxt JIRA 17 0.488 0.755 0.673 0.373 0.077 93Stack Overflow 18 0.340 0.644 0.578 0.465 0.110 91
Random label – 0.254 0.224 0.240 0.983 0.503 5.3
Most frequent label – 0.417 0.100 0.411 0.624 0.200 0
RA
kE
L N
RC
JIRA NO 1 0.311 0.436 0.354 0.758 0.179 188
St
ac
k
O
ve
rf
lo
w
Te
st
Se
t
YES 2 0.259 0.437 0.365 0.755 0.185 163
Stack Overflow NO 3 0.497 0.683 0.627 0.452 0.104 107YES 4 0.465 0.671 0.625 0.454 0.109 96
Se
nt
ic
N
et JIRA NO 5 0.228 0.378 0.307 0.762 0.189 200YES 6 0.214 0.347 0.268 0.798 0.191 234
Stack Overflow NO 7 0.418 0.664 0.608 0.479 0.110 114YES 8 0.438 0.676 0.623 0.449 0.106 111
H
O
M
ER
N
RC
JIRA NO 9 0.273 0.423 0.343 0.753 0.180 196YES 10 0.268 0.451 0.362 0.723 0.165 213
Stack Overflow NO 11 0.496 0.681 0.629 0.451 0.106 99YES 12 0.509 0.675 0.640 0.454 0.111 83
Se
nt
ic
N
et JIRA NO 13 0.306 0.406 0.379 0.716 0.210 44YES 14 0.282 0.403 0.379 0.687 0.205 57
Stack Overflow NO 15 0.467 0.683 0.632 0.442 0.103 104YES 16 0.484 0.682 0.642 0.451 0.108 86
EmoTxt JIRA 17 0.225 0.333 0.238 0.816 0.178 302Stack Overflow 18 0.431 0.680 0.596 0.445 0.097 152
Random label – 0.260 0.225 0.250 0.980 0.501 9.1
Most frequent label – 0.419 0.100 0.418 0.604 0.198 0
Frequent Label baseline predicted wrongly at least 60% of the
instances.
In general, EmoTxt performs worse than HOMER and RAkEL
methods when trained and tested on the same source. Other-
wise, performance differences are not constant and no particular
pattern can be observed.
All models outperform the random baseline, with respect to all
metrics. Models trained and tested on the same source perform
twice as well as the baseline in terms of Macro F-score, thrice
for Micro F-score and Subset 0/1 Loss, and five times for Ham-
ming loss. Similarly, these models perform better than the most
frequent label baseline. The baselines generate less null vectors.
However, this does not mean that the vectors they predict are
always correct.
With respect to the statistical analysis of Subset 0/1 results
for methods tested on JIRA, Cochran’s Q Test showed that at least
one method pair exhibits a statistically significant performance
difference (pvalue = 6.49 × 10−166). The post hoc test results
are shown in the bottom-left part of Table 4. Methods trained
on JIRA perform statistically different than models trained on
Stack Overflow. Models trained on JIRA perform better than those
trained on Stack Overflow, when tested on JIRA. EmoTxt trained
on JIRA, ID = 17, performs statistically different than all methods
except for those trained on JIRA using SenticNet 5 and RAkEL,
i.e. ID = 5 (pvalue = 0.175) and ID = 6 (pvalue = 0.100). This
means that models with ID = 1, 2, 9, 10, 13, 14 are better than
17. Moreover, the effect size is between 0.12 and 0.19, i.e. small
or small-medium. For instance, the difference between the model
trained on JIRA using SenticNet 5, HOMER and no lemmatisation,
i.e. ID = 13, and EmoTxt trained on JIRA, i.e. ID = 17, has a
pvalue = 2.01× 10−4 and small-medium effect size (V = 0.19).
Concerning the results of Cochran’s Q Test applied to the mod-
els tested on Stack Overflow, we obtained a pvalue = 3.22×10−271,
which means that at least one pair of methods is statistically
different in terms of Subset 0/1 Loss. The outcomes of the post
hoc test are shown in the top-right part of Table 4. EmoTxt trained
on Stack Overflow, ID = 18, is statistically different from models
trained on JIRA (ID = 1, 2, 5, 6, 9, 10, 13, 14, 17). However, no
statistical difference was found between any flavour of EmoTxt
trained on Stack Overflow, i.e. ID = 18, and any other method
trained on Stack Overflow, i.e. ID = 3, 4, 7, 8, 11, 12, 15, 16. In
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Table 4
Results of applying a post hoc test over the outcomes obtained for methods tested on the Stack Overflow
data set (top-right part) and on the JIRA data set (bottom-left part). A dash (–) designates no statistical
difference found, * designates that pvalue < 0.05, ◦ that pvalue < 0.01, and • that pvalue < 0.001. Cramér’s
V effect size is shown next to the pvalue .
Table 5
Precision (P), Recall (R) and F-score (F1), for every emotion, obtained by each classifier trained and tested on one specific corpus, either the JIRA
data set or the Stack Overflow data set. SN stands for SentiNet.
Lemma ID Joy Love Sadness Anger Surprise Fear
(P R F1) (P R F1) (P R F1) (P R F1) (P R F1) (P R F1)
JIR
A
RA
kE
L N
RC NO 1 .82 .62 .70 .91 .94 .92 .89 .70 .78 .76 .70 .73 .60 .30 .40 0 0 0YES 2 .74 .67 .70 .89 .94 .92 .83 .68 .75 .70 .66 .68 .40 .20 .27 0 0 0
SN
NO 5 .72 .60 .66 .92 .92 .92 .80 .71 .75 .61 .59 .60 .29 .20 .24 0 0 0
YES 6 .69 .59 .64 .88 .90 .89 .88 .70 .78 .70 .68 .685 .29 .20 .24 0 0 0
H
O
M
ER N
RC NO 9 .79 .57 .66 .92 .94 .93 .75 .80 .77 .64 .62 .63 .56 .50 .53 0 0 0YES 10 .75 .59 .66 .91 .91 .91 .88 .7 .80 .76 .77 .77 .50 .20 .29 0 0 0
SN
NO 13 .75 .60 .67 .88 .96 .92 .74 .78 .76 .60 .69 .64 .57 .40 .47 0 0 0
YES 14 .75 .56 .64 .90 .94 .92 .78 .78 .78 .56 .76 .65 .33 .10 .15 .50 .33 .40
EmoTxt 17 .71 .48 .57 .88 .83 .85 .93 .69 .79 .85 .62 .72 0 0 0 0 0 0
St
ac
k
O
ve
rf
lo
w
RA
kE
L N
RC NO 3 .62 .33 .43 .79 .78 .78 .67 .43 .52 .74 .73 .74 0 0 0 .59 .45 .51YES 4 .50 .35 .41 .78 .81 .79 .72 .38 .50 .71 .71 .71 0 0 0 .60 .27 .37
SN
NO 7 .53 .37 .44 .81 .79 .80 .58 .45 .51 .70 .69 .70 0 0 0 .17 .045 .07
YES 8 .54 .37 .44 .78 .78 .78 .67 .43 .52 .76 .74 .75 0 0 0 .33 .09 .10
H
O
M
ER N
RC NO 11 .48 .39 .43 .81 .78 .797 .76 .47 .58 .73 .73 .73 0 0 0 .57 .36 .44YES 12 .43 .36 .39 .77 .84 .80 .58 .38 .46 .72 .72 .72 .33 .10 .15 .55 .50 .52
SN
NO 15 .54 .31 .39 .77 .80 .79 .68 .40 .51 .77 .76 .76 .20 .10 .13 .60 .14 .22
YES 16 .45 .40 .43 .79 .81 .80 .68 .49 .57 .75 .74 .75 .17 .10 .13 .36 .18 .24
EmoTxt 18 .76 .19 .30 .82 .79 .80 .68 .40 .51 .81 .67 .73 0 0 0 1.0 .14 .24
other words, models trained on JIRA and tested on Stack Over-
flow perform worse than EmoTxt trained and tested on Stack
Overflow. With respect to models trained and tested on Stack
Overflow, we cannot determine statistically which classifier is
better or worse, as the statistical test did not indicate a difference.
All models trained on JIRA are statistically different to models
trained on Stack Overflow. This means that models trained on
JIRA perform worse, in terms of Subset 0/1 Loss, than models
trained on Stack Overflow when tested on the latter.
Post hoc tests did not find statistical differences between us-
ing lemmatisation and not, at least when models are tested on
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the same data set.13 In those cases where there is statistical
difference, the effect sizes were small. Effect sizes lesser than
0.10 mean that differences are trivial in practice or difficult to
notice without further analysis. For instance, methods ID = 6
and ID = 5, tested on Stack Overflow, are statistically different
(pvalue = 4.87× 10−2) but the effect size is only 0.09.
Table 5 presents evaluation results, in terms of precision, recall
and F-score, of models trained and tested on one specific corpus,
either JIRA or Stack Overflow. In the JIRA part of Table 5, we
observe that all models perform better than EmoTxt, especially
in terms of F-Score. Most methods, including EmoTxt, have issues
with predicting fear, except for HOMER using no lemmatisation
and vectors enriched with SenticNet 5. EmoTxt has issues in pre-
dicting love and surprise, whereas for sadness and anger, it is the
most precise. Furthermore, based on the number of null vectors
presented in Table 3, EmoTxt shows that it is a conservative tool
in general, which overall affects recall. In the Stack Overflow part
of Table 5, EmoTxt is the most precise method for almost all
emotions. However, EmoTxt achieves low recall, especially for
joy or fear. Surprise is hard to predict for all methods, except
for HOMER, which can predict some instances. The F-scores can
explain why the Macro F-score values in Table 3 are low. Most
methods fail to predict correctly at least one emotion, affecting
Macro F-scores severely.
9. Discussion
A poor vocabulary intersection between JIRA and Stack Over-
flow data may be a reason why models trained on JIRA did not
perform well when tested on Stack Overflow (see Table 3). We
see this reason as not very probable, because the two data sets are
from the same domain, software engineering. Another possibility
is that people express themselves differently on the two means,
although they belong to the same domain. For example, on Stack
Overflow, people may be more straightforward and less emotion-
ally expressive, than on JIRA, where discussions can easily get
longer.
A further reason could be that annotators may perceive emo-
tions differently. For the Stack Overflow data set, inter-annotator
agreement is moderate, as the Fleiss’ Kappa score ranges between
0.30 and 0.66 for different emotions, with an average of 0.47 [62],
which means that the annotation was not easy and so is emotion
classification.
Comparing the Instance F-scores and Subset 0/1 Loss values
in Table 3, we can determine how precisely classifiers dealt with
the emotions, and their multi-label aspect. For example, in Stack
Overflow, model ID = 16 predicts emotions more accurately
than model ID = 15. However, the latter predicts more instances
correctly based on Subset 0/1 Loss values. This indicates that
ID = 16 manages the multi-label aspect better, but is less precise
than ID = 15 in detecting emotions. Model ID = 13 is best
for predicting emotions in JIRA, because it achieved the highest
Instance F-score and the lowest Subset 0/1 Loss.
All models fail to predict fear and surprise correctly because
they are the least frequent. The Stack Overflow data set contains
more of these instances than JIRA, however, evidently not enough.
For solving this issue, we could use a classification algorithm that
has been designed for dealing with class imbalance rather than
HOMER’s and RAkEL’s default algorithm, a C4.5 Decision Tree. For
instance, DECOC (Diversified Error Correction Output Codes) [63]
is an algorithm that follows the ideas of Error-Correcting Out-
put Codes (ECOC) [64], i.e. to use multiple combinations of bi-
nary classifiers that are merged before the final output, but that
13 For observing this pattern in Table 4 use the following coordinates (x, y).
For the top-right part: x = {x ∈ N|x > 1, x ≡ 0 (mod 2)}, y = x + 1. For the
bottom-right part: x = y+ 1, y = {y ∈ N|y > 0, y ≡ 1 (mod 2)}.
uses different weights in order to prioritise minority classes.
This weighted approach has shown to perform better than other
similar imbalance classification algorithms [63].
Another possible solution for the latter problem, is to make use
of an oversampling algorithm, such as SMOTE (Synthetic Minority
Over-sampling Technique) [65]. However, rather than applying it
to the whole training data set before passing it to the classifiers,
we could embed it into HOMER and RAkEL. Specifically, HOMER
and RAkEL generate internally subsets of labels, thus, we could
apply SMOTE to oversample the less frequent labels within these
label subsets and, in consequence, improve the performance of
the classifiers. This approach would be similar to the one pro-
posed in [66], where they embed SMOTE into an AdaBoost SVM
algorithm to improve the classification of imbalance classes.
To interpret the results of the proposed models and EmoTxt,
in Table 6 we manually analysed some incorrectly predicted
instances. In example A, some classifiers predicted all emotions
correctly, while others only predicted some or none. In example
B, most classifiers predicted love instead of joy, probably be-
cause love was assigned to most JIRA instances that contain the
word ‘‘thanks’’, e.g. ‘‘Wow, fast. Thanks!’’ or ‘‘Thanks, Ashish!’’.
In example C, only models trained on Stack Overflow (ID =
18, 11, 12) assigned the correct emotion. We believe that this text
may be sarcastic, expressing sadness or anger. In examples D and
E opposite emotions were predicted, e.g. love vs. anger. Due to
the short length of these two examples, it is hard to determine
which words or elements activated the emotions. In F, some
classifiers assigned more than one emotion, sometimes other
than the actual annotated emotion. Depending on the message
context, wrongly predicted emotions may seem relevant. If the
context is criticism on Windows and the praise of Unix, F may
express sadness or anger, apart from surprise. If F is related to
a severe Linux bug, it can be sarcastic and, in consequence, may
just express surprise.
In example G, most classifiers correctly predicted anger, but
none detected sadness. In example H, only few classifiers, (ID =
3, 11, 14), predicted anger correctly. Most classifiers failed be-
cause the most representative negative word occurs with an
elongated suffix. Out-of-dictionary words affect feature calcula-
tions. To address this, elongated words need to be normalised to
their original form. Discovering how classifier ID = 14 correctly
predicted anger requires further analysis. However, by observing
examples D, H and I, we suspect a bias to the emotion anger.
Examples I and J show that classifiers cannot distinguish love and
joy well. Example K is incomplete, thus a part of the context is
lost. We suspect that the missing text was in code tags, which are
frequent in Stack Overflow, and it was removed. Text in code tags
should not represent natural language. Finally, example L shows
how positive words, e.g. hope, can mislead emotion prediction.
Related to the last point, it would make sense to integrate a
negation management tool, similar to those used in sentiment
analysers. It would prevent from predicting opposite emotions,
e.g. fear instead of joy, as in example L in Table 6. The integration
may be complex as it is hard to compute which emotion are
negated. For instance, the phrase ‘‘I’m not afraid of what will
happen to GitHub after being purchased by Microsoft.’’ is hard
to annotate for emotions even for humans. For lexicon-based
classifiers, ‘‘afraid’’ may trigger fear. However, due to the negation
it should be handled differently.
Reverting elongated words into their original form can be
complicated. It implies detecting which words are truly elon-
gated, e.g. ‘‘looove’’ vs. ‘‘issue’’. Thus, rules about words that
contain repeated letters, should be applied. Then, the rules need
to be validated against a dictionary. However, elongated words
can represent out-of-dictionary words, e.g. superlatives, software
names and acronyms, making validation harder. Moreover, dis-
ambiguation is needed to determine which word matches the
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Table 6
Examples of instances, from both testing data sets, on which the classifiers had problem to correctly predict the emotions.
Example Actual emotions Prediction
Emotions (ID) Emotions (ID) Emotions (ID)
JIR
A
da
ta
se
t
A Im stuck with IE6 unfortunately. Anger, sadness - (10) Anger, sadness (13) Anger (17)
B Works for me. Thank you Paulex. Joy Love, anger (4) Love (13) Love (17)
C It will be great if you could confirm
it either way first.
Love Joy (17) Anger (13) Love (12)
D Looks fine, thank you, George. Love, joy Love (13) Love, anger (14) Love, joy (17)
E My patch wouldn’t compile. Sadness Love, anger (3) Anger (13) - (17)
F I wonder why not so many people
use Linux?
Surprise Anger, sadness (5) Surprise, anger (13) - (17)
St
ac
k
O
ve
rf
lo
w
da
ta
se
t
G Fails horribly for, e.g., domain =
google.co.uk
Anger, sadness Anger, surprise (13) Anger (15) Anger (18)
H HOW CAN I BE SUCH A BIG IDIOTT!!
but thankx anyways...:D
Love, anger Anger (14) - (15) - (18)
I I’ve been very happy with
bulk-loader. We’ve integrated it with
great success.
Joy Love, sadness, anger (14) Joy (17) Love (18)
J Whoops, neglected to look at the
dates. Oh well, I still think it’s a valid
answer.
Joy, surprise Love, anger (11) Sadness (13) - (18)
K Have a look at . (Except for it being
the foundation of their incredibly
great IncrediBuild product, I haven’t
used it, though.)
Love Sadness (13) Love (15) - (18)
L OMG I hope it isn’t all in one file! Surprise, fear Joy, anger (8) Surprise (15) Joy (18)
context, in cases such as ‘‘os’’ (operating system) and ‘‘oss’’ (open
source software).
EmoTxt performed significantly different than in [11] for some
emotions. For models trained and tested on JIRA, the maximum
F-score difference is for joy, 57.3% vs. 86% in [11]. The reasons
remain unclear. The corpus in [11] is smaller, but contains the
a similar number of neutral instances. We encountered 362 in-
stances of joy, 834 of love and 457 of sadness, whereas 124, 166
and 302 are respectively declared in [11]. It is also mentioned
that the JIRA data set does not contain fear or surprise instances,
contradicting the description of JIRA [48] and our findings. The
reported data size in [48] including neutral instances is 5992,
whereas we counted 5830. In [11], 4916 instances are declared,
of which 4000 are neutral. It is not clear why the data set was
truncated and how it was split for training and testing EmoTxt.
This may have affected the results.
We also observed F-score differences for all emotions against
EmoTxt trained and tested on Stack Overflow in [11]. For joy,
we obtained 30.4% instead of 77%, 80.4% vs. 92% for love, 50.6%
vs. 79% for sadness, 73.4% vs. 86% for anger, 0% vs. 58% for surprise
and 24% vs. 86% for fear. We noticed small differences in the
number of instances labelled with each emotion in our corpora
and the one used in [11], e.g. 1200 vs. 1220 for love, or 106 vs. 104
for fear.
Another possible reason for the disagreement regarding
EmoTxt performance in this work and in [11] can reside on how
the data was split for training and testing. As we focused on
the multi-label aspect, we split both data sets considering all
labels assigned to an instance, i.e. using stratified sampling. For
example, we see the 71 Stack Overflow instances, labelled with
joy-love (Table 1), as different from instances labelled with joy or
love, only. Thus, our training data contains 56 joy-love instances,
904 love-only instances and 323 joy-only ones. This consideration,
along with the moderate inter-annotator agreement, may explain
the F-score differences.
The lack of statistical difference between models that used
or excluded lemmatisation may suggest that minor feature vari-
ations do not affect emotion classification. This may also hold
for the number of n-grams and skip-bigrams. Similarly, the lack
of statistical difference between using SenticNet 5 or NRC lexica
may indicate that, despite the variation of theories or annotations,
emotions are represented equally. Moreover, model parameters
are tuned using Bayesian Optimisation, maximising performance,
despite using varying features.
Two statistically indifferent models may not perform exactly
the same. Maybe the test data was not large enough to reveal
a difference. However, testing on larger data does not guarantee
that the difference will be observable. The effect size may be very
small, meaning that in practice, despite a statistical difference, the
performance will be similar.
We expected that SenticNet 5 would boost performance, due
to its large size and its OSS-related terms, e.g. ‘‘memory leak’’ and
‘‘open source’’. It seems that the number of lexicon entries is less
important than their quality and annotation calibre. We may need
to represent lexicon information into more complex features.
Investigating the correlation of labels, e.g. love and joy, can
improve multi-label classification performance. This task is not
straight-forward for machine learning algorithms. In methods
based on Binary Relevance, such as HOMER, label dependency is
lost, since each label is considered separately. Methods based on
Label Powerset, such as RAkEL, preserve the correlation between
labels, as multi-label instances contribute new, composite labels.
However, this action can reduce the label density in training data
sets, i.e the number of instances decreases with respect to the
number of total possible labels [24]. Furthermore, Label Powerset
sees the correlation of labels as a conditional dependency, which
may not be always true [14].
10. Threats to validity
Trained models may not perform consistently on other data
sets. Performance may be affected by domain variations, anno-
tators and diverse annotation guidelines. This has been observed
in Section 8, where models trained on a data set do not perform
well when tested on another, even in the same domain.
Parameter settings different from the optimised ones may lead
to better performance. Bayesian Optimisation was chosen for its
excellent balance between speed and quality. Finer models could
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have been used, at the cost of longer optimisation time. We
enriched classification features with good indications of emo-
tions in text, in our view. Different extra features may improve
performance.
11. Conclusions and future work
Emotion classification is the task of determining which emo-
tions are expressed in non-neutral text. The task is complex
because text can express multiple emotions. The state-of-the-
art lacks freely available annotated data and external resources
and only offers few classification tools, especially in the domain
of Open Source Software (OSS). We explored two multi-label
classifiers, i.e. HOMER and RAkEL, and lexica, i.e. SenticNet 5,
the NRC Word-Emotion Association Lexicon and the NRC Affect
Intensity Lexicon, to develop an emotion classifier for text related
to OSS. The classifiers were evaluated on collections of JIRA Is-
sue Tracker comments and Stack Overflow posts. We evaluated
against EmoTxt, a state-of-the-art emotion classifier for OSS-
related text, a random baseline and the most frequent class one.
We used multi-label and single-label metrics, as well as statistical
significance testing.
HOMER and RAkEL models outperformed both baselines. They
perform statistically better than EmoTxt, when trained and tested
on the JIRA data set. The effect size of the performance differ-
ence between EmoTxt and the proposed methods is small or
small-medium. In general, our models achieved multi-label Micro
F-scores, multi-label Macro F-scores and Subset 0/1 Loss up to
81.1%, 59% and 29%, respectively. When trained and tested on
Stack Overflow, our models performed similarly to EmoTxt and
no statistical difference was found. This means that it is neces-
sary to perform further comparisons to determine a statistical
difference, although they may show that the effect size of the
difference is imperceptible or trivial. We conclude that using
either HOMER or RAkEL does not affect the results significantly.
Similarly, the size of lexica did not affect performance either.
Thus, maybe the quality of lexica annotations rather than size is
key in improving performance.
In the future, we plan to explore other classification methods.
For example, we would like to determine how an algorithm such
as Stochastic Gradient Boosting Trees, which has been observed
to perform consistently good on different data sets [67], could
behave in multi-label tasks when used alone (with transformed
labels) or as the main classifier of RAkEL and HOMER. We contem-
plate to investigate algorithms such as Diversified Error Correcting
Output Codes [63] to deal with the imbalance of specific emotions.
In addition, we would like to explore how an embedded version
of SMOTE, such as in [66], could improve the performance of
HOMER and RAkEL. We would also experiment with algorithms
that have been specifically designed for multi-label tasks, such as
FastText [27].
The inclusion of other external resources based on word em-
bedding or other lexica, could help in improving performance.
Related to this, the exploration of new extra features for vector
enrichment, as well as the inclusion of methods for detecting
and managing negations, may improve performance to a great
extent. Finally, the use of neural networks along with transfer
learning, from another domain, may also contribute to improve
the performance of an emotion classifier for texts related to Open
Source Software.
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